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SEQUENCE
 Fundamental Characteristics of Science, Technology
and Scientists (Contd.....)( )
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FUNDAMENTAL CHARACTERISTICS OF SCIENTISTS

 The most basic characteristics of critical thinking:
 Empirical ThinkingEmpirical Thinking
 Logical Thinking
 Skeptical thinking
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FUNDAMENTAL CHARACTERISTICS OF SCIENTISTS
 Skeptical thinking, or skepticism

 Scientists repeatedly and rigorously examine (question) their beliefs and
conclusions in order not to be trapped by self deception or deception bypp y p p y
others.

 Self deception is a very common human failing, especially among
ordinary, uneducated people.

 The problem is that it goes unrecognized since nobody wants to deny
themselves.

 Thus, scientists compare the logical consequences of their beliefs with
objective reality (as measured by empirical evidence).

 If they match, the scientists conclude that their beliefs are reliable
k l dknowledge.

 Some people believe that scientists are close‐minded, i.e., they resist
changing.

 But just opposite is true, "true scientists" are undogmatic, and they are
willing to replace their old beliefs when there are more reliable
evidences or sound reasons for change.
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FUNDAMENTAL CHARACTERISTICS OF SCIENTISTS

 Scientists are eager to learn and teach.
 Learning and teaching are key concepts in the life of aLearning and teaching are key concepts in the life of a
scientist.

 True scientists always reserve a time slot on their weekly
schedule for following the literature to update themselves
with the latest developments in his field.

 Likewise, true scientists see "teaching" as an integral part of
their professiontheir profession.

 They like to share their knowledge with their students,
colleagues, and society whenever necessary.
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FUNDAMENTAL CHARACTERISTICS OF SCIENTISTS

 Scientists learn from each other.
 Scientific seminars, conferences, andScientific seminars, conferences, and
workshops

 Thousands of scientific journals
 Peer reviewing
 formal or informal discussions

 guard for unforeseenmistakes
f li ff t f id d iti l fueling effect for synergy , new ideas and critical
thinking
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FUNDAMENTAL CHARACTERISTICS OF SCIENTISTS

 Discussions:
Not:Not:
 Fight or manifestation of power,

 but:
 a win‐win process.

Aim:
l i f h h learning from each other
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FUNDAMENTAL CHARACTERISTICS OF SCIENTISTS

 Scientists work systematically
 Carefully designed procedures or road maps are necessary.Carefully designed procedures or road maps are necessary.
 No invention is all of a sudden in science. "Eureka" sort of
discoveries are of historical importance.

 Research proposals having a small ambiguity in the design of
method and experiments are easily rejected.
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FUNDAMENTAL CHARACTERISTICS OF SCIENTISTS

 Scientists seek originality
 They are eager to dig the universe for exploring "unknown"They are eager to dig the universe for exploring unknown
or "new" or "unique", i.e., originality.

 Originality in
 tools,
 techniques, and
 procedures developed,
 products (outcomes) or byproducts,p ( ) yp ,
 use of data and so on…………
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FUNDAMENTAL CHARACTERISTICS OF SCIENTISTS

 Curiosity and a positive attitude is the fuel of
scientists.
 Scientists see the universe through questions (curiosity),
and attempt them to answer them.

 A positive attitude is a must for productivity and
effectiveness.
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FUNDAMENTAL CHARACTERISTICS OF SCIENTISTS

 Creative thinking is a powerful tool for scientists
 increases the productivity and efficiency of problem solvingincreases the productivity and efficiency of problem solving
 useful when new ideas are needed
 encourages looking from a broader perspective
 can be improved.

 Scientists can’t answer all questions yetq y
 This is not a shame.
 Science is still developing and will continue to develop as
long as human curiosity exists.
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FUNDAMENTAL CHARACTERISTICS OF SCIENTISTS

 Scientists are human beings!!!
 There is a famous humor saying that "scientistsThere is a famous humor saying that scientists
live in ivory towers" meaning that thinking‐
and life‐styles of scientists are totally
incompatible with ordinary people, therefore,
they isolate themselves from the rest of the
society.

 That is not true at all.
 True scientists also have all human feelings.
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FUNDAMENTAL CHARACTERISTICS OF SCIENTISTS

 They also love, hate, enjoy, get angry, scream, joke, believe,
suffer, win, gain, loose, struggle, vote etc as much as ordinary
citizens do...

 They can also fail in in their decisions, even in their academic
life.
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FUNDAMENTAL CHARACTERISTICS OF SCIENTISTS

SCIENTISTS DO RESEARCH
 That is what this course is all about.
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“RESEARCH AND RESEARCH 
ENVIRONMENT”
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OUTLINE
 WHAT IS RESEARCH?

 CHARACTERISTICS OF RESEARCH CHARACTERISTICS OF RESEARCH

 TYPES OF RESEARCH

 KEY TRENDS IN RESEARCH

 OUTCOMES OF RESEARCH

 ORIGINALITY IN RESEARCH

 RESEARCH ENVIRONMENT

 FEATURES OF ACADEMIC LIFE
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WHAT IS RESEARCH?
 The systematic investigation into and study of
materials and sources in order to establish facts and
reach new conclusions.

(Concise Oxford English Dictionary) 

 Scientific investigation that is performed in order to
discover new information or to develop or improve
products and technology

(Academic Press Dictionary of Science Technology) 
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WHAT IS RESEARCH?
 Studious inquiry or examination; especially:
investigation or experimentation aimed at theg p
discovery and interpretation of facts, revision of
accepted theories or laws in the light of new facts, or
practical application of such new or revised theories
or laws

(MerriamWebster Dictionary) 
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WHAT IS RESEARCH?
 Scientific or scholarly inquiry or investigation and the
proper communication of the findings.p p g

 The process of searching for, in a broader sense,
general answers in any field of study or, in a limited
fashion, a solution to just one particular problem.

 Careful study that is done to find and report new Careful study that is done to find and report new
knowledge about something
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WHAT IS RESEARCH?
 A systematic, controlled, empirical, rigorous, and
precise method used to obtain solutions or to discoverp
and interpret new information.

 A careful, systematic, patient study and investigation
in some field of knowledge, undertaken to establish
facts or principles.acts o p c p es
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WHAT IS RESEARCH?
 A structured inquiry that utilizes acceptable scientific
methodology to solve problems, and creates newgy p ,
knowledge that is generally acceptable.

 A systematic investigation to find answers to a
problem.
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WHAT IS RESEARCH? – CONCLUSION
 All definitions are valid. They are different ways of
expressing the same thing.p g g

 The differences are not in definition but in the tools
and methodologies used in research for social and
physical sciences.
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CHARACTERISTICS OF RESEARCH
 Research is Controlled
 There may be several interacting factors/parameters that effect
a particular scientific eventa particular scientific event.
 For example the size (volume, V) of a balloon directly depends on
temperature (T) and the amount of gas (n) in it. It also depends on the
pressure (P) in an inverse manner. So in science we say that the volume,
V, of a gas is a function of n, P and T. Most scientific events are more
complicated, i.e., they have more interacting parameters.

 It is usually very difficult to measure/observe the effect of all
parameters at the same time. Therefore, measure with one
while you keep the others constantwhile you keep the others constant.

 Some assumptions may be appropriate. (e.g., P=1 atm =
atmospheric pressure)

 This may require rigorous laboratory conditions, or expensive
equipment in physical sciences.
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CHARACTERISTICS OF RESEARCH
 Research is Controlled
 Life is very complicated and it has thousands ofLife is very complicated, and it has thousands of
variables. Attempting to control all of these variables is
merely impossible.

 However, that does not mean that we can’t do
“controlled variable research” in social sciences. This
problem is mainly overcome by a careful andp ob e s a y ove co e by a ca e u a d
systematic “sampling” and “classification”.
 For example they measure the impacts of some variables by
using different age groups, different ethnicities, different
gender etc.
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CHARACTERISTICS OF RESEARCH
 Research is Rigorous (strictly accurate)
 A researcher must ensure that the proceduresA researcher must ensure that the procedures
followed are
 relevant,
 appropriate, and
 justified.
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CHARACTERISTICS OF RESEARCH
 Research is Systematic

 The procedures adopted to undertake an investigation
follow a certain logical sequence.

 Carefully designed research plans and procedures are
t i ha must in research.

 Randomness, or lack of direction is not tolerated.
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CHARACTERISTICS OF RESEARCH
 Research Outcomes are Valid and Verifiable

 What you find, or what you conclude after research
should be
 correct, and
 repeatable, or reproducible (by you or by others)
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CHARACTERISTICS OF RESEARCH
 Research is Empirical

 Any conclusions drawn are based upon solid evidence
gathered from real measurements or, real experiences,
or observations.

 This a must in scientific research.
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CHARACTERISTICS OF RESEARCH
 Research is Critical

 Procedures and methods used in research have critical
importance in research.

 They should be well‐devised and leave no possible
i f d f f d b kmargin for error, and free from any drawbacks.
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CHARACTERISTICS OF RESEARCH
 Research is Innovative

 Research does not develop from randomly generated
ideas but all involve
 “innovation” + some “luck”
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CHARACTERISTICS OF RESEARCH
 Research is Usually Expensive

 Researchers have high salaries by themselves.
 The equipments and the tools they use are also
expensive.

 The most challenging difficulty is to find financial
t b ild t d t l b tresources to build an up‐to‐date laboratory.
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TYPES OF RESEARCH
 Pure Research
 Also known as basic research.Also known as basic research.
 Purpose: expanding the knowledge base and, thus, its future
potential in a given area

 Involves developing and testing theories and hypothesis
 No immediate impact on daily life but challenging to the
researcher.

ll d f d d b Usually in universities and funded by governments
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TYPES OF RESEARCH
 Applied Research
 Research fundamentally motivated for development of a newResearch fundamentally motivated for development of a new
product or a next‐generation product.

 Mainly done in private research institutions funded by
industry.

 Universities are also deeply involved in applied research.
 Most of the research in Engineering is Applied Research.
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TYPES OF RESEARCH
 There are other classifications of research emerging from
different perspectives like the
 goals and objectives goals and objectives,
 funds available,
 type of information sought,
 application of the research outcomes,
 the nature of the research topic etc.

 Some of them are:
 Descriptive Research
 Attempts to systematically describe a situation, problem,
phenomenon, service, or a program.

 Example: living conditions of a community
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TYPES OF RESEARCH
 Exploratory Research (also known as feasibility study,
or pilot study)
 Investigation of the possibilities of undertaking a particular
research study.

 Example: a small scale study undertaken to decide if it is worth
carrying out a detailed investigation.

 Correlational Research
Att t t di t bli h th i t f l ti hi / Attempts to discover or establish the existence of a relationship /
association / interdependence between two or more aspects of a
situation.

 Example: “What is the relationship between technology and
employment? “
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TYPES OF RESEARCH
 Explanatory Research
 Attempts to clarify why and how there is a relationshipAttempts to clarify why and how there is a relationship
between two aspects of a situation or phenomenon.

 Example: “why a stressful living results with heart attacks?”

 Depending on the
 type of information sought, oryp g ,
 how the variables are measured, or
 how the information analyzed the research

can be classified as “qualitative” or quantitative”
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TYPES OF RESEARCH
 Quantitative Research
 This involves measurements or analysis using quantitativeThis involves measurements or analysis using quantitative
variables.

 It densely involves measurement of magnitudes.
 Example: “What is the effect of pressure on volume?”

 Qualitative ResearchQ
 This involves measurements or analysis using nominal
(existing in name only) or ordinal (relating to order in a
series) variables.

 Example: description of an observation.
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KEY TRENDS IN RESEARCH
 Inter‐disciplinary Research
 Single‐author scientific journal articles are no longerSingle author scientific journal articles are no longer
valuable.

 Teamwork (of different disciplines) is favored.

 International Collaboration
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KEY TRENDS IN RESEARCH
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OUTCOMES OF RESEARCH
 Research problems can be in terms of
 "to produce",to produce ,
 "to design", or
 "to develop" something,

 Research outcomes can be in terms of having
 "produced"produced ,
 "designed" or
 "developed" something.
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OUTCOMES OF RESEARCH
 A New or Improved Product
 There is a hazy borderline between a new product and an
i i iimprovement on an existing one.

 For the purpose of developing a research problem, the distinction
is unimportant.

 A New Theory or A Reinterpretation of An Existing
Theory

D l i th i lik l ti it th f Ei t i th Developing new theories like relativity theory of Einstein, or the
evolution theory of Darwin is difficult, hence, very rare at
graduate level research.

 Instead, most graduate level researches fall into the class of
reinterpretation of existing theories.
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OUTCOMES OF RESEARCH
 A New or Improved Research Tool or Technique

 It may be
 a newmeasuring device,g
 a new software to undertake certain tasks,
 a piece of equipment to identify a disease, a new microscope to explore nanoparticles
etc.

 A New or Improved Model or Perspective
 It is looking and interpreting the knowledge through a fresh way.
 A good example is thinking about time as a fourth dimension, which can be
traveled through, like the other dimensions (length, breadth and height)

 An InDepth Study
 Sometimes one may find the opportunity to study something that has never
been studied before.

 A good example is studying the moons of Jupiter through enormous amount
of data supplied by the Galileo probe.
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OUTCOMES OF RESEARCH
 An Exploration of A Topic Area or Field

 It is especially a good starting point when the main features of the search
topic is unknowntopic is unknown.

 A Critical Analysis
 A good example is the analysis of the use of safe nuclear energy to
replace fossil energy resources at the edge of global warming.

 A Portfolio of Work Based on ResearchA Portfolio of Work Based on Research
 Professionals in many fields can produce these.

 A Fact or Conclusion, or A Collection of Facts or Conclusions
 It is a particularly common outcome of research in all fields.
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ORIGINALITY IN RESEARCH

IF U STEAL FROM 
ONE SOURCE  ITS ONE SOURCE, ITS 
PLAGIARISM

IF U STEAL FROM 
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IF U STEAL FROM 
SEVERAL, ITS 
RESEARCH

ORIGINALITY IN RESEARCH
 Originality is a "must" in research.
 It is a high‐profile requirementIt is a high profile requirement.
 You should develop the necessary skills to recognize
"what is original?" and implement it into your work.

 It may need a considerable incubation period for the
creative skills to function effectively in development of
originality in your researchoriginality in your research.

 You need to appreciate the scope and potential of
originality.
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ORIGINALITY IN RESEARCH
 One or more of the following requirements must be
fulfilled in your research in order to claim for originality.

 Originality in Tools, Techniques and Procedures
 Your research methodology may include fairly standard tools,
techniques and procedures in the field of study.

 But if you use them in new untested ways, this would justify a
claim of originalityclaim of originality.

 Or if you develop new procedures, tools and techniques for a
specific purpose, this too will also justify a claim for originality.

 For example, development of a new "controlled release" system of
an existing drug is original.
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ORIGINALITY IN RESEARCH
 Originality in Exploring The Unknown
 Your studies are said to be original if you are conducting a major
investigation of something which has never been investigatedinvestigation of something which has never been investigated
before.

 Such as a recently discovered catalyst for fuel cells, a new
medicine for cancer treatment etc.

 Recognizing the "original" in some fields or in some types of
research is easy (obvious), but

 In many fields of study it can be elusive (difficult to understand
and grasp).
h l b " h l" There may always be an uncertainty on "what is original".

 Originality may be unpredictable. You must learn to live with a
certain amount of uncertainty.

 It may be difficult to live with uncertainty, but, on the other and it
is the fuel of curiosity and creativity.
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ORIGINALITY IN RESEARCH
 Originality in Exploring The Unanticipated (exploring the
sidetracks)
 Some researchers may prefer to abandon the planned research and travelSome researchers may prefer to abandon the planned research and travel
through the sidetracks.

 It is exciting since it is full of unknowns, and you may open alternative
ways forward which have never previously been studied.

 They can, on the other hand, equally turn out to be dead ends which
consume time and effort fruitlessly.

 Focusing on the originally aimed goals always increases the chance of
being more fruitful in research through a calculated level of originality.

 Originality in Use of Data
 The more data you collect, the higher the chance for a more original
work.

 You may find out, after careful post processing, or analysis of your data,
that some of the data collected might be an indication of an original
behavior, or side‐product, or unseen benefit.
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ORIGINALITY IN RESEARCH
 Originality in Outcomes
 Potato was an unknown (original) to British people until Sir
Walter Raleigh brought it to England from America.

 It was known in America perhaps for centuries but original,
unique in England.

 Some discoveries may be like this.
 A discovery may not be new to a discipline, but it may turn
out to be important in another discipline.

 For example, aspirin can no longer be an excitement source
for chemists since they know every detail about it.

 However, its use in the treatment of hearth diseases may be
new and create enough excitement among medical doctors.
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ORIGINALITY IN RESEARCH
 Originality in The Byproducts
 There are almost always byproducts during any research:There are almost always byproducts during any research:
Perhaps development of a certain piece of equipment, or
some secondary findings in literature.

 These can be moved into the mainstream of the research,
and focused on or developed further.

 When the thesis is written, the research problem, theme or
focus merely needs to be reformulated to reflect the newfocus merely needs to be reformulated to reflect the new
nature of the work.
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ORIGINALITY IN RESEARCH
 Originality in The Experience
 Students who stay the course with their research should beStudents who stay the course with their research should be
able to tease out something worthwhile from an academic or
scholarly standpoint.

 Originality as “Potentially Publishable"
 Most research especially at PhD level ought to be able to
generate at least one, and probably several, journal articles
in "peer‐reviewed" ("refereed") journals.

 A research article should provide an acceptable claim for
originality.
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ORIGINALITY IN RESEARCH
 Facts, Ideas and Originality
 If we accept that there are two ingredients, facts and ideas, and

h b h b i h ‘ ’ ( b f d hthat both may be either ‘new’ (never before presented to the
world) or ‘old’ (familiar from earlier commentary), four possible
combinations arise:
 1. New facts + New ideas
 2. New facts + Old ideas
 3. Old facts + New ideas
 4. Old facts + Old ideas.

 Combinations 1 3 all lead to originalit Combinations 1–3 all lead to originality.
 Only combination 4 is guaranteed to miss out on originality.
 Between them, combinations 1, 2 and 3 cater for an enormous
variety of scholarly talents, temperaments and opportunities.

Professor Michael Talbot (University of Liverpool)
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ORIGINALITY IN RESEARCH
 The Balance Between Originality and Conformity
 It may be difficult for the examiners (jury members in yourIt may be difficult for the examiners (jury members in your
thesis defense or referees during the publication process) to
appreciate the originality of your research if it is too original.

 The rejection rate of highly original articles is known to be
unexpectedly high since the referees are seemingly not ready
yet to understand and comprehend the shocking new
findings.g

 Therefore, unless your supervisor is not a world‐wide
famous scientist, be a little cautious on pushing the level of
originality too far.
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ORIGINALITY IN RESEARCH
 The Ownership of Original Work
 Original work play important role in career advancement ofOriginal work play important role in career advancement of
both students and supervisors.

 Therefore, such so‐called "intellectual properties" need to be
respected and protected.

 Usually they are protected with "copyright laws".
 The academic world developed very serious codes of
research ethics to keep their members at a continuousresearch ethics to keep their members at a continuous
honorable and trustable state.

 Any violation of these codes, or ethical rules may result with
very severe sanctions like exclusion from the academic
world.
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